
A THEOREM ON THE ACTION OF SO(3)

D. MONTGOMERY AND C. T. YANG

l Introduction* We shall use notions given in [1], Let G be a
compact Lie group acting on a locally compact Hausdorff space X. We
denote by F(G, X) the set of stationary points of G in X, that is,
F(G, X) = {xeX\Gx = x}. If G is a cyclic group generated by geG,
F(G, X) is also written F(g, X).

Whenever x e X, we call Gx — {gx \ g e G} the orbit of x and Gx =
{g eG\gx = x} the isotropy group at a?. By a principal orbit we mean
an orbit Go? such that Gx is minimal. By an exceptional orbit we mean
an orbit of maximal dimension which is not a principal orbit. By a
singular orbit we mean an orbit not of maximal dimension. Denote by
U the union of all the principal orbits, by D the union of all the
exceptional orbits and by B the union of all the singular orbits. Then
U, D and B are all G-invariant and they are mutually disjoint. Moreover,
χ= U U D U B and both B and D U B are closed in X

Denote by X* the orbit space X/G and by π the natural projection
of X onto X*. Whenever A c X, A* denotes the image 7rA. If X is
a connected cohomology ^-manifold over Z [1; p. 9], where Z denotes
the ring of integers, then the following results are known.

(1.1) J7* is connected [ 1 ; p . 122J so that whenever x,ye U, Gx and
Gy are conjugate.

(1.2) dimzJ3* ^ dimzί7* — 1 so that if r is the dimension of princi-
pal orbits and Bk is the union of all the k-dimensional singular orbits
(k < r), then dim^^ g n — r + k — 1 [1; p. 118]. Hence dimzjB ^ n — 2.

Denote by £'?ι+1 the euclidean (w + l)-space, by Sn the unit ^-sphere
in En+1 and by SO(3) the rotation group of E*. In this note G is to be
S0(3) and X is to be a compact cohomology ^-manifold over Z with
H*(X; Z) = iϊ*(Sw; £) .

Let us first observe the following examples.
1. Let G = S0(3) act trivially o n l = S1. (Here we have n = 1.)
2. Let G = S0(3) act on JS^x = # 5 x En~* (n ^ 4) by the definition

where the action of G on i?5 is an irreducible orthogonal action. Then
G acts on X = Sn and in this action, the 2-dimensional orbits are all
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protective planes, F(G, X) is an (n — 5)-sphere and for every x e U, Gx

is a dihedral group of order 4.

3* Let G = S0(3) act on En+1 = E3 x E3 x j©—B(n ^ 5) by the

definition

g{x, y, z) = (flfα?, flfy, z),

where the action on E* is the familiar one. Then G acts on X = Sn

and in this action, the 2-dimensional orbits are all 2-spheres, F(G, X) is
an (n — 6)-sphere and for every x e U, Gx is the identity group.

In all three examples, D = φ and dim B — n — 2. The orbit space
JΓ* is X itself in the first example and it is a closed (n — 3)-cell with
boundary B* in the other two examples.

The purpose of this note is to prove that if X is a compact cohomology
^-manifold over Z with H*(X; Z) = iϊ*(Sw; Z), then every action of
G = SO(3) on X with dim^ B = n — 2 strongly resembles one of these
examples. In fact, we shall prove the following:

THEOREM. Let X be a compact cohomology n-manifold over Z with
H*(X; Z) = £Γ*(SW; Z) and let G - SO(3) act on X with dimz B = n - 2.
T/&ew D — φ and one of the following occurs.

1. w = 1 and G acts trivially on X.

2. n ^ 4 and /or et er^ xe U, Gx is a dihedral group of order 4.
Moreover, £Λe 2-dimensional ordits are all projective planes and F(G, X)
is a compact cohomology (n — 5)-manifold over Z2 with H*(F(G, X); Z2) =
H*(Sn~δ; Z2), where Z2 denotes the prime field of characteristic 2.

3. n ^ 5 and for every xeU, Gx is the identity group. Moreover,
the 2-dimensional orbits are all 2-spheres and F(G, X) is a compact
cohomology (n - 6)-manifold over Z2 with H*(F(G, X)\ Z2) = H*(Sn~6; Z2).

In the last two cases, B* is a compact cohomology (n — 4)-manifold
over Z with iϊ*(J5*; Z) = H*(SW-4; Z) and X* is a compact Hausdorff
space which is cohomologically trivial over Z and such that X* — B*
is a cohomology (n — 3)-manifold over Z.

The proof of this theorem is given in the next three sections.

2* The set D. Let X be a connected cohomology n-manifold over Z
and let G = SO(3) act on X with dimz B = n - 2. If G acts trivially
on X, it is clear that n — 1 and that D= φ. Hence we shall assume
that the action of G on X is nontrivial.

Since G is a 3-dimensional simple group which has no 2-dimensional
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subgroup, it follows that
(2.1) G acts effectively on X and no orbit is 1-dimensional.
(2.2) Principal orbits are 3-dimensional so that for every x e U\J D,

Gx is finite.
By (2.1), principal orbits are either 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional.

If principal orbits are 2-dimensional, then B = F(G, X) so that, by (1.2),
dimz B < n — 2, contrary to our assumption.

(2.3) Denote by B2 the union of all the 2-dimensional orbits. Then
dimz B2 — n — 2 so that B2 Φ φ and n ^ 4. Moreover, whenever Gz is
a 2-dimensional orbitf Gz is either a circle group or the normalizer of a
circle group and accordingly Gz is either a 2-sphere or a projective plane.

By (2.2), n = dim^ X ^ dimz U ^ 3. We infer that B2 Φ φ so that
n — 2 = dimz B2 ^ 2. Hence n ^ 4.

(2.4) Let x e U. Whenever yeD, there is a g e G such that Gx is
a normal subgroup of Ggy.

Let S be a connected slice at y [1; p. 105], Then S is a connected
cohomology (n — 3)-manifold over Z and Gy acts on S. As seen in [7],
S is also a connected cohomology (n — 3)-manifold over Zp for every
prime p, where Zp denotes the prime field of characteristic p.

Let xr e S Π U. We claim that GS' is a normal subgroup of Gy.
Since Gy is a finite group (see (2.2)) and Gx, is a subgroup of Gy, there
exists a neighborhood N of the identity in G such that N^G^N f) Gy —
Gx>. Let F be a neighborhood of xr such that whenever x" 6 F,
hGχflh~λ c G^ for some fce iV. (For the existence of V, see [4; p. 216].)
Then for every x" e V Π S, G9., c N^G^N n Gy = Gx, so that G9» = G^.
Therefore Gα/ leaves every point of V Π S fixed. Since S is a connected
cohomology (n — 3)-manifold over Zp for every prime p, it follows from
Newman's theorem [6] that Gx, leaves every point of S fixed. Hence
Gχ> = {Q€Gy\gx" = x" for all x" e S}, which is clearly a normal subgroup
of Gy. By (1.1), Gx and Gx, are conjugate so that our assertion follows.

(2.5) Let xeU. Whenever Gz is 2-dimensional, there is a geG
such that Gx c Ggz. Hence Gx is either cyclic or dihedral and it is
cyclic if there is a 2-dimensional orbit which is a 2-sphere.

For the rest of this section, we assume that

HC*(X; Z) = H*(Sn; Z) .

Under this assumption, H°C(X\ Z) = H°(Sn; Z) = Z. Hence X is compact.

(2.6) Let T be a circle group in G. Then F(T, X) is a compact
cohomology (n - ^-manifold over Z with JT*(F(Γ, X); Z) = H*(Sn~4; Z).
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Since F(T, X) intersects every singular orbit at one or two points,
άimz F(T, X) = dimzj?* = n — 4. Hence our assertion follows [1;
Chapters IV and V].

(2.7) Let g eGbe of order pa, where p is a prime and a is a positive
integer. If geGx for some x e U U D, then F{g, X) is a compact
cohomology (n - 2)-manifold over Zp with H*{F(g, X); Zp) = H*(Sn-2; Zp).
Hence F(g, X) intersects every principal orbit.

It is known that X is also a compact cohomology ^-manifold over
Zp with H*{X; Zp) = H*(Sn) Zp). Since G is connected, g preserves the
orientation of X. It follows that for some r < n of the same parity,
F(g, X) is a compact cohomology r-manifold over Zp with H*(F{g, X); Zp) =
H*(Sr; Zp) [1; Chapters IV and V].

Let T be the circle group in G containing g. By (2.6), F(g, X) π
B — F(T, X) is a compact cohomology (n — 4)-manifold over Zp. Since,
by hypothesis, there exists a point of U U D contained in F(g, X),
F{g> X) (Ί B is properly contained in F(g, X) so that r = n — 2. Hence
F(g, X) is a compact cohomology (n — 2)-manifold over Zp with
H*(F(g, X); Zp) = iJ*(S-2; Zp).

Since dim^ Z>* < n — 3 [1; p. 121] and since F(g, X) intersects every
exceptional orbit at a set of dimension ^ 1, it follows that dimZp(F(g, X) Π
D) ^ dimz(F(g, X) f] D)< n - 2. But we have dimZpF(g, X) = n - 2
and dimZp (F(g, ί ) Π B ) = w - 4 . Therefore F(g, X) n ί/ ^ 0. Hence,
by (1.1), F(g, X) intersects every principal orbit.

(2.8) Let xe U and y e D. Let pbe a prime and let a be a positive
integer. If Gy has an element of order p*, so does Gx.

Let geGy be of order p". By (2.7), F{g, X) Π Gx Φ φ so that for
some heG, hxe F(g, X). Hence h~λgh is an element of Gx of order p".

(2.9) D=φ.

Suppose that D Φ φ. Let xe Uand yeDbe such that Gx is a proper
normal subgroup of Gy (see (2.4)). We first claim that Gy is dihedral.

It is well known that a finite subgroup of SO(3) is either cyclic or
dihedral or tetrahedral or octahedral or icosahedral. If Gy is cyclic, so
is Gx. Let the order of Gy be pi1 ••• pfr, where pl9 ••• pk are distinct
primes and slf , sk are positive integers. Then for every i — 1, , fc,
Gy contains an element of order p? so that, by (2.8), Gx also contains
an element of order pj*. Hence Ĝ  is of order ^ p'1 pi* and conse-
quently Gx = Gy, contrary to the fact that G* is a proper subgroup of
Gy. If Gy is either tetrahedral or octahedral or icosahedral, then
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by (2.8), Gx contains a subgroup of order 2 and a subgroup of order 3.
In case Gx is octahedral, it also contains a subgroup of order 4. Hence
Gx, as a normal subgroup of Gy, is equal to Gy, contrary to our hypo-
thesis. This proves that Gy is dihedral.

Now the order of Gy is even. It follows from (2.7) that whenever
g e G is of order 2, F(gy X) is a compact cohomology (n — 2)-manifold
over Z2 with iϊ*CF(#, X); Z2)=iϊ*(Sn-2; Z2). Let H be a dihedral subgroup
of G of order 4. By BoreΓs theorem [1; p. 175], F(H, X) is a compact
cohomology (n - 3)-manifold over Z2 with H*(F(H, X); Z2) = #*(S^ 3 ; Z2).
Since dimZ2 (ίXiϊ, X) n (£> U B)) ^ dimz (F(iί, X ) n ( f l U B ) ) < » - 3, it
follows that F(H, X) n f/ is not null. Hence we may assume that
HcGx(Z Gy.

Let T be the circle group in G such that its normalizer contains Gy.
Then HnT(zGxf]Tc:Gyr\Tso that G, Π 21 is a cyclic group and
Gx Π Γ is a proper subgroup of Gy (Ί Γ of even order. Let the order
of Gy Π T be 2s°Pi1 p*k

k, where plf , pk are distinct odd primes and
so> su •••,$* are positive integers. By (2.8), there are fc + 1 elements
9o, 9i, ' , 9k of Gx of order 2S°, p i, , pp respectively. Since plf * ,pk

are odd, gx , gk are in Gx Π T7. Therefore no element of Gx f) T is of
order 2S°. But this implies that sQ > 1 so that goeGx Π Γ. Hence we
have arrived at a contradiction.

3 Case that the 2-dimensional orbits are all protective planes.
Let X be a compact cohomology ^-manifold over Z with H*(X; Z) —

H*(Sn; Z) and let G = SO(3) act nontrivially on X with dimz B = n - 2.
Throughout this section, we assume that for some x e U,GX is of even order.

(3.1) Let H be a dihedral subgroup of G of order 4 and let Mbe
the normalizer of H that is the octahedral group containing H. Then
F(H, X) is a compact cohomology (n — 3)-manifold over Z2 with
H*(F(H, X); Z2) = H*(S%~3; Z2) and K - M\H is isomorphic to the sym-
metric group of three elements and acts on F{H, X). Moreover, the
natural map of F(H, X)/K into X* is onto.

By (2.7), for every g e G of order 2, F(g, X) is a compact cohomology
(n - 2)-manifold over Z2 with H*(F(g, X); Z2) - iϊ*(S%-2; Z2). It follows
from BoreΓs theorem [1; p. 175] that F(H, X) is a compact cohomology
(n - 3)-manifold over Z2 with H*(F(H, X); Z2) = if*(Sw~3; Z2).

Clearly K = M/H is isomorphic to the symmetric group of three
elements and the action of M on F(H, X) induces an action of K on
F(H, X). Moreover, there is a natural map f:F(H, X)IK-+X*.

Let z 6 F{H, X) n B. If Gz - z, then F(H, X) n Gz - z. If Gz is
2-dimensional, then Gz contains H so that by (2.3) it is the normalizer
of a circle group. Therefore any two isomorphic dihedral subgroups of
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Gz are conjugate in Gz. Let g be an element of G with gzeF(H, X).
It is clear that g~λHg c g~τGgzg = Gz so that for some k e Gz, h^g^Hgh =
Horghe M. Hence gfz = ghz e Mz. This proves that F{H, X) Γ\Gza Mz.

From these results it follows that F(H, X) intersects every singular
orbit at a finite set. [This and one or two facts mentioned below can be
seen by examining the standard action of SO(3) on S2 or on P2 (viewed
as the acts of lines through the region in i?3).] Therefore, by (1.2),
dimz (F(H, X) Π B) ^ dimz J3* < n — 3. As a consequence of this result
and that D = φ (see (2.9)), we have F(H, X) Π UΦφ. Hence F(H, X)
intersects every principal orbit and consequently it intersects every orbit.
This proves that the natural map / : F(H, X)\K—>X* is onto.

(3.2) Every 2-dίmensional orbit is a projective plane and intersects
F(H, X) at exactly three points.

Let Gz be a 2-dimensional orbit. By (3.1), F(H, X) intersects Gz
so that we may assume that z e F(H, X). Since Gz contains H, it follows
from (2.3) that Gz is the normalizer of a circle group. Hence Gz is a
projective plane.

In the proof of (3.1) we have shown that F(H, X) Π Gz c Mz. But
it is clear that Mz c F(H, X) Π Gz. Hence

F(H, X) f)Gz = Mz = M\(M n G.) .

Since M is of order 24 and M Π Gz is of order 8, it follows that F{H, X) Π
Gz contains exactly three points.

(3.3) J3* is a compact cohomology (n — A)-manifold over Z with
H*(B*; Z) = ίί*(S%-4; Z).

Let Γ be a circle group in G. It is clear that F(T, X) c B. Since,
by (2.1) and (3.2), every singular orbit is either a point or a projective
plane, it follows that F(T, X) intersects every singular orbit at exactly
one point. Therefore the natural projection π maps F(T9 X) home-
omorphically onto J3* and hence our assertion follows from (2.6).

(3.4) Let Y = F(H, X) - F(G, X). Then Ϋ - F(H, X) and every
point of Y has a neighborhood V in Y which is a cohomology (n — 3)-
manifold over Z and such that the isotropy group is constant on V — B.

Let T be a circle group whose normalizer N contains H. Then
F(H, X) 3 F{N, X) = F(T, X) => F(G, X). Since F(H, X) is a compact
(n — 3)-manifold over Z2 (see (3.1)) and since F(T, X) is a compact
(n—4)-manifold over Z2 (see (2.6)), it follows that the closure of F(H, X) —
F(T, X) is F(H9 X). Hence Ϋ - F(H, X).
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Let x e Y Π U and let S be a slice at x. Then S is a cohomology
(n — 3)-manifold over Z. Moreover, Gy = Gx for all j / e S so that S a Y.
Since both S and Y are cohomology (w — 3)-manifolds over Z2, it follows
that S is open in Y. Hence our assertion follows by taking S as V.

Let ze Y Π B and let S be a slice at z. Then S is a cohomology
(w — 2)-manifold over Z and Gz is the normalizer of a circle group Γ
acting on S. Whenever x e S Π £7, Gx ΓΊ T is a finite cyclic group in T
and the index of Gx Π T in Gx is 2 because Gx in a dihedral subgroup
of Gz. Since the order of Gx is independent of x G S Ω £f, so is the order
of Gτ Π Γ. Hence G* Π T is independent of x e S Π Z7 so that for
x e F{H, S) Π U.

GXS = H(GX n T)S = HS = S

and

F(GX, S) = F(GJ(GX Π T), S) = F(HI(H f] Γ), S) = ^(ff, S) .

Let Q be a neighborhood of the identity of G such that Q~λTQ Π Gz —
Γ. If ffy G FίfiΓ, X) with ff G 0 and y G S, then βf-1^ c sr- :G,^ = Gy (Z Gz

so that fif-^JEί (Ί T)flr c Q-χTQ n Gz = T. Therefore g~ιTg = TOY geGz.
Hence gy e Gzy c S. This proves that i^(.fί, S) = F(H, X) Π S =
F(i ϊ , X) Π QS is open in F(fί, X) so that it is a cohomology (w — 3)-
manifold over Z2.

Since S is a cohomology (w — 2)-manifold over Z with

F(ίΓ/(fΓ Π Γ), S) = F(H, S) ,

it follows that F(H, S) is also a cohomology (n — 3)-manifold over Z.
(If Z2 acts on a cohomology m manifold over Z with i 7 ^ ) being
a cohomology (m — l)-manifold over Z2, then ^(Za) is also a cohomology
(m - l)-manifold over Z.) That G* is constant on F(H, S) Π U is
a direct consequence of the fact that ^(G^, S) = ^ ( i ϊ , S) for all
a? G F(iJ, S) Π U.

(3.5) Y" is a connected cohomology (n — 3)-manifold over Z and the
isotropy group is constant on Y — B.

By (3.4), Y is a cohomology (n — 3)-manifold over Z. Let T be a circle
group in G whose normalizer N contains H. Then F(H, X) 3 ^(ΛΓ, X) =
F ( Γ , X) =) F(G, X). From (2.6) and (3.1), it is easily seen that F(H, X)-
F(Ty X) has exactly two components with F(T, X) as their common
boundary. By (2.3), there exists a point z of F(Ty X) such that Gz is
a projective plane so that z G F(T, X) — F(G, X). Hence F i s connected.

Let x G F n ί7. Then ^(G,, X) Π Y is clearly closed in Y. But,

by (3.4), it is also open in Y. Hence, by the connectedness of Y,

F{G.,X)Γι Y=Y.
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(3.6) Whenever x e F(H, X) Π U, Gx = H. Hence for every xeϋ,
Gx is a dihedral group of order 4.

Let x be a point of F(H, X) n U. Since HczG., F{Hy X) D F(G9, X).
But, by (3.4) and (3.5), F(H, X) c F(Gβ, X). Hence JΓ(J3Γ, X) = F(GXf X).

It is clear that G' = {# e G | flrίW, X) - F(JEΓ, X)} is a closed subgroup
of G containing M. Since F(H, X) = F(GX> X), G* is a normal subgroup
of Gr so that G' is contained in the normalizer of Gx. But, by (2.5), Gx

is dihedral and H is the only dihedral group whose normalizer contains
M. It follows that Gx = if. Hence, by (1.1), the isotropy group at any
point of U is a dihedral group of order 4.

(3.7) Whenever x e F(H, X), F{H, X) Π Gx = ίfo w&icλ contains
one point or three points or six points according as Gx is ^-dimensional
or 2-dimensional or ^-dimensional.

If Gx is O-dimensional, it is clear that F(H, X) Π Gx = a? = i£tf. If
Gx is 2-dimensional, we have shown in the proof of (3.2) that
F(H, X) Π Gx — Mx = Kx which contains exactly three points.

Now let Gx be 3-dimensional. If g is an element of G with
gx e JFCEΓ, X), then, by (3.6), gHg~x - gGxg~x = Ggx = H so that # e M.
Therefore F(H, X)ΠGxc. Mx. But it is obvious that MxcF(H, X) Π Gx.
Hence

F(H, X) ΓiGx = Mx = Kx

which clearly contains six points.
From this result, it is easily seen that the natural map / :

F(H, X)IK—* X* is a homeomorphism onto.

(3.8) Whenever ae K is of order 2, we abbreviate F(a, F{H, X))
by F(a). Then F(a) c B and F(a) is a compact cohomology (n — 4)-
manifold over Z with H*(F(a); Z) = jEf*(Sw"4; Z). Moreover, F{H, X) -
F(a) contains exactly two components V and V with aV = V.

Whenever x e F(H, X) n U, Gx - H (see (3.6)) so that x $ F{a).
Hence F(a) c B. Let a = a'H with a' being of order 4 and let T be
the circle group containing ar. Then F(a) — F{T, X) and hence the first
part follows from (2.6). Now F(H, X) is a compact cohomology (n — 3)-
manifold over Z2 with H*(F(H, X); Z2) = H*(SW"3; Z2) and F(a) =
F(α, -P(fΓ, X)) is a compact cohomology (n — 4)-manifold over Z2. The
second part follows.

(3.9) F{H, X) — B contains exactly six components and whenever
P is a component of F(H, X) — B, KP = F(H, X) — B and the natural
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projection π maps P homeomorphically onto £/*.

Let P be a component of F(H, X) — B. Since the isotropy group
is constant on P (see (3.5)), the natural projection π defines a local
homeomorphism π': P—• U*. By (3.7), for every x* e Z7*, π'~ιx* contains
no more than six points. We infer that π' is closed so that π'P is both
open and closed in Z7*. Hence, by the connectedness of U*f π'P= U*.

Let Q be a second component of F(H, X) — B and let yeQ. Then
there is a point xe P such that πx = πy. Therefore, by (3.7), for some
k e K, y = kx so that Q = kP. Hence KP = F(H, X) - B.

Let xe P. By (3.8), x and ax belong to different components of
F(H, X) - F(a) z> F(H, X) - B. Therefore aP is a component of
F(H, X) — B different from P. Similarly, bP and cP are components of
F(H, X)-B different from P.

If aP, bP and cP are not distinct, say bP = cP, then {k e K \ kP = P}
is of order 3 so that P and aP —bP — cP are the only two components
of F(H, X) - B. Now F(H, Z) - B = F(H, Z) - (F(a) U Fφ) U F(c))
and F(α), -F(δ), F(c) are manifold over ^ of dimension one less than the
dimension of F(H). Hence F(H, X) Γ\ B = F(a) f] Fφ) n F(c) = ^(G, X).
This is impossible, because the intersection of F(H, X) and a 2-dimensional
orbit is contained in B but not contained in F(G, X). From this result
it follows that P, aP, bP, cP are distinct components of F(H, X) — B.
Hence P, aP, bP, cP, bcP, cbP are all the distinct components of
F(H, X) - B.

Now it is clear that for every x* e U*, π'^x* contains exactly one
point. Hence πf is a homeomorphism.

(3.10) Let P be a component of F(H, X) — B. Then the map of
G/H x P onto U defined by (gH, x) —* gx is a homeomorphsim onto.
Hence U is homeomorphic to the topological product of a principal
orbit and U*.

This is an immediate consequence of (3.5) and (3.9).

(3.11) The closure of F(a) - F{G, X) is equal to F(a). Hence
άimZ2F(G, X) rg dim^ F(G, X) S n - 5.

Suppose that the closure of F{a) — F{G, X) is not equal to F{a).
Then there is a point z of F(G, X) and a neighborhood A of z such that
A n F(a) = A Π F(G, X). Since A n F(G, X) c Fφ) and since, by (3.8),
both A Π F(G, X) and Fφ) are cohomology (n — 4)-manifolds over Z,
A n F(G, X) is open in Fφ) so that we may assume that A n F(G, X) =
A Π Fφ). Similarly, we may assume that A Π F(G, X) = A Π!F(c).
Hence A Π F(G, I ) = AΠ F(H, X) Π 5, By (3.1) and (3.8), we^may
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also assume that KA = A and A Γt {F{H, X) — F(a)) contains exactly
two components Q and Qf. Now both Q and Qf are contained in
F(H, X) - B and aQ = 6Q = Q' Therefore α&Q = Q so that ab maps
the component of F{H, X) — B containing Q into itself, contrary to (3.9).

Since, by (3.8), F(a) is a cohomology (n — 4)-manifold over Z and
since F(G, X) is nowhere dense in F(a), it follows that dimZa F(G, X) ^

(3.12) 7/ n = 4, ί/tew JF(G, X) is

This is a direct consequence of (3.11).

(3.13) Let T be a circle group in G, let N be the normalizer of T
and let A be an orbit. If A is a protective plane, then AIT is an arc
and NfTacts trivially on AIT so that F(N/T9 A/T) = A/T = A/N. If
A is ^-dimensional, then AIT is a 2-sphere and A/N is a closed 2-cell
so that F(N/T, A/T) is a circle.

If A is a projective plane, it is clear that A\T is an arc and NjT
acts trivially on A/T. Therefore A/N = A/T = F(N/T, AIT).

Now let A be 3-dimensional. By (3.6), we may let A = G/H =
{gH\geG}. Therefore A/T is the double coset space (G/H)IT and
(G/T)IH are homeomorphic. Since G/Γ is a 2-sphere and since every
element of H preserves the orientation of G/ϊ7, it follows that (G/T)IH
is a 2-sphere. Hence A/T is a 2-sphere.

As seen in [3], the double coset space (GIN)IH is a closed 2-cell.
Since A/N may be regarded as the double coset space (G/H)IN which
is homeomorphic to {GIN)IH, we infer that AjN is a closed 2-cell.

From these results, it follows that f(N/Tt A/T) is a circle.

(3.14) X* is cohomologicαl trivial over Z.

Let N be the normalizer of a circle group T in G. Then N/T is
a cyclic group of order 2 which acts on XIT with (XIT)I(N/T) = X*.
Since, by (2.6), £Γ*(F(Γ, X); Z) = H*(Sn~*; Z), it follows that H(XjT; Z) =
H iS-1; Z) [1; p. 65],

By (3.13), F(N/T, B/T) = B\T and for every singular orbit A, A\T is
either a single point or an arc. It follows from the Vietoris map theorem
that H*(B/T; Z) = H*(B*; Z) = H*(Sn-4; Z) (see (3.3)). By (3.10) and
(3.13), F(N/T, U/T) is homeomorphic to the topological product of a circle
and [/* so that H*-%F(NIT, U/T); Z) Φ 0. Therefore H*{F{NIT,
XIT); Z) = ii*(Sw~2; Z). Hence H*(X/N; Z) - 0. By (3.13), for every
orbit A, AjN is either a single point or an arc or a closed 2-cell. It follows
from the Vietoris map theorem that JΪ*(X*; Z) = H*(XIN; Z) = 0.
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HΪ(U*;Z2) =
0 otherwise .

This follows from (3.3), (3.14) and the cohomology sequence of

(Λ , IS ) .

I Z2 for k = n — 3, n;

Z2®Z2 for k = n-2, n-1;

0 otherwise .
Since for a principal orbit A, we have

for k = 0, 3

0 Z2 for fc = 1, 2

0 otherwise ,
our assertion follows from (3.10) and (3.15).

As a consequence of (3.16) and the cohomology sequence of (X, J5),
we have

ίZ2 for k = 0, w - 4

(3.17) i P ( £ ; Z2) = ] z a 0 Z2 for k = n - 3, n - 2

[0 otherwise .
(3.18) Let T be a circle group in G and let n^5. Then

H*-\F(G, X); Z2) {the reduced group)

for fc = 1

Hk-\F(G, X); Z2)®Z2 fork = n-4;

KH"-\F(G, X); Z2) otherwise .

This follows from (2.6) and the cohomology sequence of {F{Ty X),
F(G, X)).

X) - F{G, X); Z£=

(3.19) Let n>5. Then

(H"(B; Z2)

H\B; Z2) 0

HUB - F(G, X); Z2)

for k > n - A

X); Z2)

for k = n — 4

H«-\F{G, X); Z,)

for k = 2,'--,n-5;

H«-\F{G, X); Z2) for k = l .

This follows from the cohomology sequence of (B, F(G, X)).

(3.20) B — F(G, X) is homeomorphic to the topological product of
a projective plane and F(T, X) — F(G, X). Hence
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H!(B - F(G, X); Z2)

= H*(F(T, X) - F(G, X); Z2) 0 H*-\F{T, X) - F(G, X); Z2)

0 Hi-\F{T, X) - F(G, X); Z2) .

The first part follows from the that F(T, X) - F(G, X) is a cross-
section of the transformation group (G, B — F(G, X)) on which the
isotropy group is constant. The second part follows from the first part
and the fact that if A is a protective plane, then

HHA Z)-[Zt ίmk==0'1'2'
±1 \J±, ZJ2) — \

(0 otherwise.
(3.21) dimZ2 F(G, X) = n — 5. Ifn = 4:, then B contains exactly

two protective planes. If n = 5, then F{G, X) contains exactly two
points. Ifn>5, then Hn~5(F(G9 X); Z2) = Z2 so that F(G, X) is not null.

Setting k = n - 2 in (3.20), we have, by (2.6) and (3.17),

Z%@ Z2 = HΓ\F(T, X) - F(G, X); Z2) .

If w = 4, then, by (3.12), H°{F{T, X); Zz) = Z2 0 Z2 so that F(T, X)
contains exactly two points. Hence B contains exactly two protective
planes.

If n = 5, then H}(F(T, X) - F(G, X); Z2) = H°(F(Gf X); Z2) 0
H\F(T, X); Z2) so that H°(F(G, X); Z2) = Z2. Hence F(G, X) contains
exactly two points.

If n > 5, it follows from (3.18) that Hn~\F{G, X); Z2) - Z2. Hence
F(G, X) is not null.

(3.22) H*{F(G, X); Z2) = ίf*(S^5; Z2).
For n = 4 and 5, the result has been shown in (3.12) and (3.21). For

n > 5, our assertion follows from (3.18), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21).

(3.23) F(G, X) is a compact cohomology (n — 5)-manifold over Z2.

To prove (3.23), we have only to localize the preceding computations.
Details are omitted.

REMARK. There is no difficulty to use Z in place of Z2 in these
computations. However, the computations over Z will not strengthen
our final results (3.22) and (3.23).

4 Case that the 2-dimensional orbits are all 2-spheres.
Let X be a compact cohomology %-manifold over Z with ίf*(X; Z) =

H*(Sn; Z) and let G = SO(3) act nontrivially_on X with dim* B = n - 2.
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Throughout this section, we assume that for some xe U, Gx is of odd order.

(4.1) Let Hbe a dihedral subgroup of G of order 4. Then F(H, X)
is a compact cohomology (n — 6)-manifold over Z2 with H*(F(H, X); Z2) =
iϊ*(S"-6; Z2). Hence n^5.

Let g e G be of order 2 and let T be the circle group in G containing g.
Since for some x e U, Gx is of odd order, F(g, X) c B so that F(g, X) =
F(T, X) is a compact cohomology (n — 4)-manifold over Z2 with
H*(F(g, X); Z2) - H*(Sn-A; Z3). By Borel's theorem [1; p. 175], F{H, X)
is a compact cohomology (n — 6)-manifold over Z2 with H*(F(H, X); Z2) —
£Γ*(SW-6; Z2). From this result it follows that n - 6 ^ - 1 . Hence n ^ 5.

(4.2) The 2-dimensional orbit are all 2-spheres.

Suppose that this assertion is false. Then there is, by (2.3), a pro-
jective plane Gz. Denote by T the identity component of Gz and by H
a dihedral subgroup of Gz of order 4. Let S be a connected slice at z.
Then S is a cohomology (n ~ 2)-manifold over Z and Gz acts on S.
Moreover, F(T, S) = F(T, X) Π S is open in F(T9 X) so that it is a
cohomology (n — 4)-manifold over Z. Hence we may let S be so chosen
that F{T, S) is connected and that both S and F(T, S) are orientable.

Since T is a circle group and since dim^ S — dim^ F(T, S) — 2, it
follows that SI T is a connected cohomology (w — 3)-manifold over Z with
boundary JP(Γ, S) [1; p. 196]. Hence we have a connected cohomology
(w-3)-manifold Y over Z obtained by doubling SIT on F(T, S) [1; p. 196].
Since S is orientable, so is S/T — F(T, S). It follows from the connected-
ness of F(T, S) that Y is orientable.

It is clear that K = GJ T is a cyclic group of order 2 which acts
on SIT with iLF(T, S) = F(T, S). Since F(i:, F(Γ, S)) - ^(fl", S) is a
cohomology (n — 6)-manifold over Z2, we infer from the dimensional parity
that K preserves the orientation of F(T, S) [1; p. 79],

The action of if on S/T defines a natural action of K on Y which
also preserves the orientation of Y. Hence dim^ F(K, Y) > n — 6 so
that for some y* = Tye S/T - F(T, S), Ky* = y*. But this implies that
Gzy— Ty so that y is a point of D, contrary to (2.9). Hence (4.2) is proved.

(4.3) F(G, X) is a compact cohomology {n—&)-manifold over Z2 with
H*(F(G, X); Z2) - Jff*(S— Z2).

By (4.2), F(G, X) = F(H, X). Hence our assertion follows from (4.1).

(4.4) Whenever x e U, Gx is the identity group.
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If X is strongly paracompact, the result can be found in [5]. But
an unpublished result of Yang shows that it is true in general.

(4.5) B* is a compact cohomology (n — 4)-manίfold over Z with
#*(£*; Z) = i?*(Sw"4; Z).

Proof. Let T be a circle group in G and N its normalizes Then
F(T, X) is a compact cohomology (n — 4)-manifold over Z with
H*(F(T, X); Z) = £Γ*(SW-4; Z) and N/T is a cyclic group of order 2 acting
on F(T, X) with F(T, X)I(N/T) = B*. Therefore #*(£*; Z) is finitely
generated [1; p. 44], If H is a dihedral subgroup of iNΓof order 4, it is
easily seen that F(NjT, F(T, X)) = F(iJ, X) so that F(N/T, F(T, X)) is
a compact cohomology (w-6)-manifold over Z2 with H*(F(NIT, F(T, X));
Z2) = H*(Sn~6; Z2). Hence, by the dimensional parity theorem, N/T
preserves the orientation of F(T, X).

By [1; pp. 63-64],

#*(£*; Z2) = H*(F(Γ, X)I(NIT); Z2) = £Γ*(S*-

We now use the following diagram from [1; p. 45]

> Hk(B*', Z) — L Hk(B*; Z) -?U iϊ fc(β*; Z2)

, X); Z)

in which the horizontal sequence is exact and the triangle is commutative.
For k Φ 0, n - 4, we have iP(£*; Z2) = 0 and Hk(F(T, X); Z) = 0; hence
Hk(B*; Z) = 0. For ft = 0, we have H°(B*; Z) = Z, because B* is clearly
connected. For k = n — 4, H*~\B*\Z) is a finitely generated group
with Hn~\B*; Z)®Z2 = Hn~\B*; Za) = Z2. It follows from the universal
coefficient theorem that there is a finite subgroup K of Hn~A(B*;Z) of
odd order such that iiw"4(B*; £)/£" is Z or Z2. Since iΓ = 2K = ^τr*if = 0,
Hn-\B*; Z) = Z or Z2. But JΪ%-4(5*; Z) ^ Z,, because iV/Γ preserves
the orientation of ^(Γ, X). Hence Hn~\B*\ Z) = Z.

By localizing this result, we can show that U* is a cohomology
(n — 4)-manifold over Z near every point of F(G, X). (This result is
also shown in [2].) Since the projection of F(T, X) — F(G, X) onto
B* — F{G, X) is a local homeomorphism, B* is a cohomology (n — 4)-
manifold over Z near every point of B* — F(G, X). Hence J5* is a
compact cohomology (n — 4)-manifold over Z.

(4.6) Let T be a circle group in G and let N be the normalizer
of T. Then H*(B/N; Z) = i?*(Sw~4; Z).

Let A be a singular orbit. If A is a single point, so is A/N. If A
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is a 2-sphere, we may let A = GIT. Therefore A/N= (G/Γ)/iVis home-
omorphic to (G/N)IT which is known to be a closed 2-cell [3]. Hence
A/N is a closed 2-cell.

Since, by (2.1) and (4.2), every singular orbit is either a single point
or a 2-sphere, it follows from Vietoris map theorem that H*(B/N; Z) =
H*(B*;Z). Hence our assertion follows from (4.5).

(4.7) H«(X/N; Z) =

Z for k = 0

Z2 for k — n — 1

0 otherwise.

Since H*(F(T, X); Z) = iϊ*(Sn-4; Z), it follows that H^X/T; Z) =
H*(Sn~lm, Z). Now NfT is a cyclic group of order 2 acting on XIT with
(XIT)I(NIT) = JSΓ/JSΓ.

Let A be an orbit. If A is 3-dimensional, then, by (4.4), A/T is
a 2-sphere and JV/T7 acts freely on AjT. If A is a 2-sphere, then AjT
is an arc and F(N/T, A/T) is a single point. If A is a point, then
F(NIT, A/T) = A/T = A. Hence F(N/T, XIT) is homeomorphic to £*
so that, by (4.5), H*(F(N/T, X/T); Z2).

As in the proof of (4.5), we can show that

Z fork = n-3,

(4.8) Hc

k(UIN; Z) = Z2 fork = n-l9

v0 otherwise.

(4.9) There is an exact sequence

TTk—3/ TT* ^ \ TJk/TT*. r7\ TJkί TTI Λ7". ^ \ TJΓk—2/ 7 T * . 7 \
* * * ' — - " c \ ^ i ^ i ) — - " c \ U y *-* ) — - " c \ ^ / ^ ' > ^ / — ^ - " c V ̂  1^2) — ^ #

By (4.4), G acts freely on U. Hence we have the desired exact
sequence as seen in [3].

(4.10, HΆϋ';Z)=\l

(0 otherwise.

Since dimz C7* = n — 3, we have

jff*(!7*; Z) = 0 for fc > n - 3 .
It follows from (4.9) and (4.8) that HΓ\U*; Z2) = HΓW/N; Z) = Z2.
From (4.9), it is easily seen that Hc

n~XU*; Z) = Z® I, where 1 =
im(HΓ\U*; Z2) -> iϊc

n-3(?7*; Z)) so that every element of I different from
0 is of order 2. By the universal coefficient theorem,

Z2 - HΓ\U*; Z2) = HΓXU*; Z)®Z2® Ύov(H«-\U*; Z\ Z2)

= Z2®I.

Hence I = 0, proving that
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If k < n - 3, then by (4.8) and (4.9), He
k(U*; Z) = H*-\U*; Z2). Hence

for k < n — 3,

(4.11) X* is cohomologically trivial over Z.
This is an easy consequence of (4.5), (4.10) and the cohomology

sequence of (X*, £*).
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